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released annually, this file offers a entire evaluation of all facets of family expenditure and
source of revenue for the yr 2004-2005 derived from the Expenditure and nutrients Survey in
line with round 7,000 families within the UK. relations Spending offers research of loved ones
expenditure damaged down by way of age and income, loved ones composition, socioeconomic features and geography. This year's record focuses upon 3 primary topics:
expenditure on housing; expenditure through young children and the impression of equivalizing
income. the result's probably the most exact photos on hand of what families within the united
kingdom spend their cash on today. The document is a useful instrument for constructing ideas
according to purchaser spending patterns.The Expenditure and nutrients Survey is a continuing
survey performed via Family Spending (2004-2005) the workplace for nationwide Statistics.
those figures are in line with details gathered within the interval April 2004 to March 2005.
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